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The material contained in this information sheet is designed to 

provide general information only and is not intended to provide 

personal or professional advice. Readers should not act on the 

basis of this material alone without taking appropriate professional 

advice relating to their particular circumstances. 
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TIPS FOR AVOIDING BUILDING & CONTENTS UNDERINSURANCE

What is Under-Insurance?

Under insurance is the result of nominating a value for an asset such as your home that is too low to actually replace it in the event that it is lost or damaged. In 2005 the Australian 

Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) estimated that 70% of Australian homes were underinsured. Should the worst happen and an underinsured asset be lost, there is no 

capacity under the insurance policy to replace the asset. 

More Information: Contact Karl Sullivan, GM Risk, Insurance Council of Australia, ksullivan@insurancecouncil.com.au

Understand your policy. Is your policy 

for a fixed sum-insured, a sum-insured 

plus margin for increased costs, or a 

total replacement policy? Is your 

policy right for you?

Each year, before you renew your 

policy, review the replacement value 

of your property and your contents. 

Adjust your cover accordingly.

Walk through each room of your 

property and make a list of your 

contents and their replacement value. 

Adjust your cover accordingly and 

take careful note of policy terms 

concerning high value items and 

exclusions.

Check rebuilding costs for your 

property, to do this you can use web 

calculators offered by many insurers, 

or you can obtain advice from a local 

builder.

If you have renovated or improved 

your property since your policy was 

taken out, ensure that you check your 

insurance to ensure that the value of 

the improvements will be included.

Five Things to Consider











Who is Responsible for Choosing the Level of Insurance 

Cover? 

Consumers who take out insurance are responsible for selecting 

the type of policy they wish to purchase and the value of their 

assets.  Some factors that can contribute to under-insurance are:

What is the Insurance Industry Doing to Help? 

The general insurance industry in Australia is highly competitive 

Initiatives by some insurers which assist to relieve under-

insurance, can include:

A Gradual Accumulation of Possessions

The number and value of things that we own can grow 

significantly over time. For example, purchasing a new 

television, appliances, furniture, technology items and clothing. 

Add up the replacement cost of your possessions on a room by 

room basis, the total cost can often be a surprise.

Not Accounting for Upgraded Assets

Over time people tend to replace household items and 

belongings with better quality and more expensive items.  

After a major renovation or upon upgrading your household 

items, consider whether your level of insurance should be 

increased.

Financial Prioritisation

Some individuals may choose a premium they want to pay 

and then live with an arbitrary level of coverage that this 

provides. This is not the same as working out the value of 

your assets and then insuring for that value.

Increased Building Costs

The cost of building increases every year. New building 

regulations and bylaws may need to be complied with since 

the construction of your original building, adding further costs. 

You should also consider that after a major event impacting 

many households, trades may be scarce, pushing up the cost 

of your rebuild further.

Examples of Under-Insurance

If a home on the outskirts of Perth is insured for $200,000 and is destroyed by fire where that is covered by the policy, but the rebuilding and replacement costs equate to $350,000, 

the property owner may need to find at least an additional $150,000 to replace the property depending on the terms of the policy. Your personal belongings are also susceptible to 

being under-insured. If fire destroys the contents of your house you may find, unless you have been diligent in calculating your coverage needs, that the value you have nominated 

for your contents in your policy falls short of being able to replace all of your goods. 

Policy Types

The Australian market now offers several different types of policy 

that suit a variety of insurance needs in the community, for example:

Sum-Insured Policies

The total value of the policy is selected by the customer and 

determines the maximum available payout. With this type of 

policy underinsurance can occur unless you diligently calculate 

the value of your assets. Some insurers automatically increase 

the sum-insured each year to account for projected rebuilding 

cost increases.

Sum-Insured Policies Plus Margin

Some policies offer additional coverage above and beyond the 

sum-insured selected by the policyholder. Additional coverage 

is generally in the vicinity of 10-25% and can help address 

underinsurance issues relating to increased rebuilding costs.

Total Replacement Policies

Some policies offer total replacement for your building, (not 

contents) reducing the scope for under-insurance. These 

policies require you to provide details about your home so that 

the insurer can assess its value. It is important that the 

representations you make about your building are accurate.

Assistance in determining the value of your building and contents can 

be obtained from a variety of sources including; tradespersons, 

building advisory services and consultants

Web Calculators 

Simple to use web calculators that provide an estimation of the 

costs to replace your property, based upon inputs by you as 

the property owner. The calculators are a guide only. 

Comparative Estimates

Data on the average sum-insured of properties in your area, to 

give you a comparison.
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